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BULLSHARK™ GOATSKIN LEATHER
DRIVERS

Made of Buffalo leather, known for its toughness and durability
Perfect blend of durability and comfort - a great versatile glove
Offer protection against cuts, abrasions, and other injuries

RTZ320G

BULLSHARK™ PREMIUM GRAIN
LEATHER DRIVERS

Double palm design for extra durability and strength making
them the ultimate gloves for heavy-duty construction work
Protect hands and wrists against sharp or rough surfaces

RTZ1200DP

BULLSHARK™ DOUBLE PALM
COWHIDE LEATHER GLOVES

Goatskin leather offers durability, flexibility, and a soft feel
Offers superior abrasion resistance and a tactile grip on tools
Flexibility allows for unrestricted hand movement and comfort

RTZ8810

BULLSHARK™ PREMIUM COWHIDE HI-
VIZ LIME REFLECTIVE WORK GLOVES

Lined and sewn with Kevlar for additional heat, cut, and
abrasion resistance, enhancing strength and durability
Maintain protection and comfort in prolonged use

RTZ55GOAT

Features a striped canvas back, 2.5" rubberized safety cuff for
extra hand and wrist protection, and a Gunn pattern
Idea for construction, material handling, metal work, and more

RTZ1200A

BULLSHARK™ SPLIT COWHIDE
LEATHER PALM WORK GLOVES

Great solution when additional visibility is required such as
during road construction or around heavy equipment
2.5" rubberized safety cuff provides protection to wrist

RTZ1100HV

Leather Gloves
Durable and comfortable, leather gloves provide reliable hand protection, making them perfect for tough

construction tasks. From handling heavy materials to operating machinery, these gloves are the go-to choice for
enduring the rugged demands of construction sites.

Discover our top leather glove picks for construction below.

BULLSHARK™ SPLIT COWHIDE
LEATHER PALM WORK GLOVES
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Cut-Resistant Gloves
Precision meets protection with cut-resistant gloves—essential for tasks involving sharp edges in construction,

woodworking, and more. Ideal for construction professionals, these gloves ensure hands are shielded from cuts and
abrasions without compromising dexterity during intricate tasks.
Discover our top cut-resistant glove picks for construction below.

Features an 18-gauge Tuffalene® liner and foam nitrile dipped
palm for enhanced wet or dry grip and puncture resistance
ANSI Cut Level A4

GLBCR788

Seamless 13-gauge glove with glass fiber strengthened
Aralene® liner and foam nitrile dipped palm
ANSI Cut Level A4

GLBCR609

Flexible polyurethane palm coating increases flexibility
Knit wrist prevents dirt and debris from entering glove
ANSI Cut Level A6

HEX2076

The MaxiFlex® thin, flexible, precision handling glove for dry
environments with added cut protection
ANSI Cut Level A2

PIP348743

Enhanced with SuperFabric® brand material to create the
highest level of cut and needlestick resistance
ANSI Cut Level A9

HEX9014

360° breathability and form design increase comfort and
reduce hand fatigue while working on the jobsite
ANSI Cut Level A3

PIP443745

HELIX® POLYURETHANE DIPPED
WITH 13-GAUGE HPPE KNIT SHELL

SAMURAI GLOVE® TOUCH SCREEN
CUT-RESISTANT GLOVES

TSUNAMI GRIP® TUFF HYBRID PALM
DIPPED CUT-RESISTANT GLOVES

MAXICUT® ULTRA™ SEAMLESS KNIT
ENGINEERED YARN GLOVES

SHARPSMASTER II® WRINKLE RUBBER
COATED CUT LEVEL A9 GLOVES

MAXIFLEX® CUT™ KNIT W/ PREMIUM
NITRILE COATED MICROFOAM GRIP
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Impact Protection Gloves
Built for heavy-duty tasks, impact protection gloves offer unparalleled protection against impacts and crush

hazards on the construction site. Their back-of-hand padding ensures a robust defense, making them indispensable
for handling heavy materials and mitigating pinch hazards.

Discover our top impact protection glove picks for construction below.

BULLSHARK™ GOATSKIN LEATHER
DRIVERS WITH KEVLAR LINING &
TPR IMPACT PROTECTION

13-gauge Tuffalene® Platinum shell is cooler and provides
additional comfort while retaining puncture resistance
Soft, flexible TPU impact protection

GLBCIA388XFT

VISE GRIPSTER® C.I.A. HI-VIZ CUT &
IMPACT RESISTANT GLOVES

Comfortable yet durable option for everyday use
High visibility orange for jobs that require extra hand visibility
TPU impact protection on the fingers and back of hand

GLBC18OCPB

GLOBAL GLOVE® ORANGE 18 OZ.
CORDED COTTON/POLYESTER GLOVES
WITH TPU IMPACT PROTECTION

Crafted from goatskin leather for durability and flexibility
TPR padding strategically placed to shield knuckles and
other vulnerable areas against impacts and abrasions

RTZ88GOAT

HEXARMOR® RIG LIZARD® THIN
LIZZIE™ 2095 IMPACT GLOVES

Back-of-hand protection provides unsurpassed dexterity
while maintaining ANSI Level A5 cut and puncture resistance
Arc Flash Level 2 rated and certified for heat contact

HEX4060

Back-of-hand high-flex IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™ keeps
hands safe from smash hazards in construction work
15-gauge shell offers ANSI Cut Level A5 resistance

HEX3010

HEXARMOR® HELIX® CORE™ GLOVES
WITH CUT & IMPACT PROTECTION

Equipped with highly flexible IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™ to
protect hands from smash and pinch injuries
ANSI Cut Level A6 and PU coating provides superior grip

HEX2095

HEXARMOR® CHROME SLT® GLOVES
WITH CUT & IMPACT PROTECTION
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Cold Weather Gloves
Embrace warmth on the construction site with cold weather gloves, ensuring hands stay warm, dry, and ready for

any cold-weather challenge. Whether handling materials in freezing temperatures or braving outdoor construction
tasks, these gloves provide essential insulation for workers facing winter's bite.

Discover our top cold weather glove picks for construction below.

ICE GRIPSTER® HI-VIZ DOUBLE-
COATED LOW TEMPERATURE GLOVES

2 layer shell provides extra insulation to keep hands warm
when working on the job in cold weather
PVC coating enhances grip and stays flexible in the cold

GLB348INT

ICE GRIPSTER® TWO-LAYER PVC-
COATED LOW TEMPERATURE GLOVES

7-gauge shell with heavy nap and soft brushed interior
Ideal for construction work in cold weather that requires
dexterity and a great grip on tools and materials

GLB300INT

ICE GRIPSTER® WATER REPELLENT
LOW TEMPERATURE GLOVES

Water repellent 13-gauge nylon shell over 10-gauge terry cloth
Puncture-resistance rubber palm remains flexible in the cold
Seamless brushed interior for additional warmth on the job

GLB388 INT

GLOBAL GLOVE® NAVY SELF-WICKING
HOLLOW CORE THERMAL GLOVES

Double-dipped PVC for better wear protection, abrasion
resistance, and flexibility even on the coldest days
Sanded second dip finish provides an excellent wet grip

GLB880SCLG

Lined with Thinsulate™ to provide insulation without bulkiness
Cowhide leather is comfortable, durable, and breathable
Great solution for cold weather construction work

RTZ82 55

BULLSHARK™ INSU L ATED COWHIDE
LEATHER COLD WEATHER DRIVERS

Use as a liner in any glove for additional warmth
Cold Keep® thermal fibers prevent heat loss
Great choice for general purpose in cold weather

GLBS13T

FROGWEAR® COLD PROTECTION HI-VIZ
INSULATED WATERPROOF GLOVES
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